Cancer is one of the most devastating diseases worldwide. It remains a challenge to treat owing to its heterogeneous nature, wherein multiple distinct subpopulations of cells are found within a single tumor. This intratumoral heterogeneity is one of the key causes of tumor relapse, drug resistance, and treatment failure. Hence, the identification of molecular signatures to categorize diverse cancer subtypes, decipher their molecular underpinnings, and design effective treatment strategies has been crucial. Over the years, Prof. Bushra’s research group has been putting efforts into identifying and understanding these specific alterations that contribute to the development of cancer. Their overarching goal is to translate the mechanistic understanding of these tumor-specific alterations to decode the emergent properties of cancer, such as drug resistance, immune evasion, and metastases. In her talk, she will share the inroads that they have made into the molecular understanding of two specific subtypes of prostate cancer, that are prevalent in India and globally. The speaker will also elaborate on how their findings led to the identification of actionable genetic alterations or molecular pathways that paved the way for precision therapeutic interventions and strategies for disease management.
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